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198§ Q~sR~l~ ~OLLEGE EARLY ~IRD ~OL~EYBALL TOURNAMENT RESULTS 
September 12-13, 198E, 
Philips Physical Education Center - Oberlin Colle9e 
~QYBI ! 
Mount Vernon Nazerene def. Ohio Wesleyan 
Kenyon def. John Carroll 
Cedarville def. Case Reserve 
Washington & Jefferson def. Muskingum 
Mount Vernon Nazarene def. John Carroll 
Cedarville def. Hiram 
Ohio Dominican def. Case Reserve 
Kenyon def. Ohio Wesleyan 
John Carroll def. Ohio Dominican 
Kenyon def. Hiram 
Mount Vernon Nazarene def. Case Reserve 
Cedarville def. Ohio Wesleyan 
~QYB! s 
Denison def. Oberlin 
Wooster def. Hiram 
Ohio Dominican def. Wi ttenberg 
Carlow def. Tiffin 
Denison def. Wooster 
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Washington & Jefferson def. Tiffin 
Muskingum def. Carlow 
YtO scc,re available 
Oberlin def. Wittenberg 
Carlow def. Wooster 
Tiffin def. Wittenberg 
Muskingum def. Denison 
Washington & Jefferson def. Oberlin 
~QQ~!T!l 
Mount Vernon Nazarene def. Ohio Domi n ican 
Kenyon def. Cedarville 
John Carroll def. Case Reserve 
Hiram def. Ohio Wesleyan 
**Quarter-Finals** 
Ohio Dominican def. Tiffin 
Kenyon def. Carlow 
**Semi-Finals** 
Kenyon def. Ohio Dominican 
!;Q!:JB! g 
Carlow def. Denison 
Wasnington & Jefferson def. Wittenberg 
Muskingum def. Wooster 
Tiffin def. Oberlin 
**Quarter-Finals** 
John Carroll def. Washington & Jefferson 
Cedarville def. Muskingum 
**Semi-Finals** 
John Carroll def. Cedarville 
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Kenyon def. John Carroll 15-13, 15- 9 
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